


SUMMARY

Dante’s Toys is a show about a group of toys always 
going out on new adventures and missions. The show 
takes place in Oakland, CA. Miles, the leader of the 
group, is always declaring what the group should be 
accomplishing each day. When Dante(the kid who 
owns all the toys) isn’t in the mood to play and drive 
everyone crazy, each toy/group of toys is assigned a 
unique task or journey. They go on missions such as 
acquiring materials for daily survival in Dante’s room, 
playing at the park, meeting new toys in other houses, 
going to Dante’s school, becoming superheroes, 
encountering their rival toys from across the street, 
killing zombies, buying food from the supermarket and 
much more. There are unique stories amongst unique 
characters each episode, which eventually end up 
correlating. There are fight scenes, dramatic 
concepts, love affairs, and most of all, comedy. Each 
toy brings something unique to the table, making 
every episode more and more intriguing as characters 
begin to develop and reveal more of themselves. The 
humor is immature and can be crude, and the art is 
colorful.



MILES
(Toy)

Miles, said to be Dante’s first 
toy, is the leader of the 
group. He makes sure 
everyone is doing as they 
should, usually putting out 
orders. He is very on top of 
everything and is very 
confident. He is extremely 
enthusiastic, and is always 
looking for approval yet 
being demanding. However, 
he has a very bright spirit. 
He is sometimes offensive 
and immature.



DANTE
(Human)

Dante, a 10 year old, is 
always willing to look for 
more fun. He is extremely 
energetic and alway looks 
forward to playing with 
toys, eating meatloaf, 
playing video games and 
having a good time with 
friends. His feelings can 
easily be hurt, so the toys 
have to make sure to keep 
him happy while still hiding 
from his terrifying “play-
time”.



JENNI
(Cat)

Jenni is Dante’s lazy cat. She isn’t too helpful, yet she’s  
always being asked for help with transportation around 
and outside the house. She is usually bored and 
extremely lazy. She tries to keep her feelings to herself, 
and defies her love for the toys. She's always hungry as 
well, and hates birds. Though she doesn’t show respect 
to many of the toys, she is good friends with Peyton.



JAY
(Toy)

Jay, Son's best friend, is a 
pretty calm character. He 
is a toy from the “Human 
Bois” brand. He is 
creative, pretty strong and 
fairly smart, at least 
compared to Son. He can 
be immature at times, but 
he is always wanting to do 
something fun. Jay and 
Son always mess around, 
sometimes getting in 
disputes. They have been 
friends for a long time. Jay 
can at times be very 
energetic.



 

SON
(Toy)

Son, Jay’s best friend, is 
always wanting to go on 
new adventures. He has 
many useless talents, 
such as yo-yos and 
fidget spinning. He isn’t 
the smartest frog toy, 
and though he can be 
energetic, he can be 
extremely lazy as well. 
He is kind of weak, but is 
always helping to defend 
other toys.



PEYTON
(Toy)

Peyton is a girl from the 
“Human Bois” brand, just as 
Jay and Roberto are. She is 
very kind and always 
helping others. She spends 
time making art, talking to 
Jenni the cat, and 
sometimes being with 
Roberto. She is very strong, 
and is always wanting to 
help Jay and Son with their 
missions. She is always 
helping others make the 
right moral decisions. Her 
temper can, at times, be 
short.



FOOLBOT
(Toy)

愚かな機械 (English for “stupid machine”; but the 
toys call him FoolBot), is a Japanese toy Dante 
bought from a garage sale. He has a built-in 
monotone voice, which is never able to truly emit his 
real emotions. He is extremely smart and always 
used for quick facts. He has many built-in abilities, 
such as a jetpack and fighting gear. He is quick to fall 
in love with inanimate objects.



MEAVEL
(Toy)

Meavel, a toy mouse, is always up to no good. He is 
constantly creating schemes to steal and commit 
crimes. However, he’s not the best at it. His sidekick, 
Todd, is always annoying  with kindness, and Meavel is 
constantly overly proud with his immense ego. Meavel 
is crude, cocky and immature.



TODD
(Toy)

Todd is Meavel’s sidekick. He is always being dragged in 
to his plans unwillingly. Todd has a kind heart and always 
means good intentions. He has a deep voice and loves to 
sing. He always compliments others. Meavel, 
unfortunately, is the opposite. Todd always is hungry as 
well, and hopes Meavel’s plans will lead to food.



GANGSTA
WHEELS

(Toy)

Gangsta Wheels is a toy who is not aware of his purpose. 
He is extremely awkward and falls down a lot. He is very 
fast, and always wants to be around friends. Though he is 
very awkward, he is very smart and is always finding 
strategies and ways to get out of tough situations. He 
struggles receiving the rewards he deserves. Many 
believe he is depressed.



MARVIN
(Toy)

Marvin is the professor and scientist of the group. 
He has a short temper and often puts others down. 
He is a badass, and has a perfect shot. He is always 
making new experiments and devices to further his 
scientific knowledge. He hopes to conquer all toys 
one day. He attempts to hide respect for his fellow 
toys.



MAKATO
(Toy)

Makato is the wisest toy of them all. He is the source of 
all intelligence amongst the toys. He has little more to 
learn, yet feels like he’s never at the level he desires. 
His goal is to spread peace and help others. His 
wisdom is always furthering toys to their destinies. He 
can teach others how to use their power within.



GEORGE
(Toy)

George, a toy, owns a taco truck and is always waiting to 
get the attention of others. He is always trying to satisfy 
himself by serving others. He is very calm and always 
feeling happy, wanting to spread the love in his food 
around the world. His dreams are high, yet he wants to 
make sure he can stay around his friends forever. 



P-BOI and ROBERTO
(Toys)

P-Boi (left) is a heavy, strong and tough character. He is 
pretty ignorant and at times can be rude. He helps with 
construction and defending the group, however is 
selfish with his work, always expecting an award. P-Boi 
and Roberto are great friends. Roberto (right) is 
Peyton’s boyfriend, and he is pretty stubborn. He isn’t 
evil, but isn’t too nice like most of the other bright-
hearted toys. He believes he is an individualistic yet still 
depends a lot on others. He is very strong.



AY-BOY
(Toy)

Ay-boy is a wild character. He’s always yelling and can 
sometimes be obnoxious. He isn't very smart, but this 
keeps him constantly happy. Nothing can bring Ay-Boy 
down. He is extremely weak, but is nearly invincible. 
He can be flattened without pain. He can be crude, 
immature and offensive. His stupid-ness and fun spirit 
makes him a very bright and comedic character.



JOSÉ
(Toy)

José is a Spanish bouncy ball that Dante loves 
throwing around. José is very humble, and is always 
falling off things. He can get worried very quickly, and is 
often scared in tough situations. He often screams and 
yells. He loves to sing and bounce around.
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